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B and Bs decays into three pseudoscalar mesons and the determination of the angleg
of the unitarity triangle
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We reconsider two classical proposals for the determination of the angleg of the unitarity triangle:B6

→xc0p6→p1p2p6 andBs→r0KS→p1p2KS . We point out the relevance, in both cases, of nonresonant
amplitudes, where thep1p2 pair is produced by weak decay of aB* (JP512) or B0 (JP501) off-shell
meson. In particular, for theB decay channel, the inclusion of theB0 pole completes some previous analyses
and confirms their conclusions, provided a suitable cut in the Dalitz plot is performed; for theBs decay the
inclusion of theB* , B0 amplitudes enhances the role of the tree diagrams as compared to penguin amplitudes,
which makes the theoretical uncertainty related to theBs→r0KS decay process less significant. While the first
method is affected by theoretical uncertainties, the second one is cleaner, but its usefulness will depend on the
available number of events to perform the analysis.

PACS number~s!: 11.30.Er, 12.15.Hh, 13.25.Hw
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the next few years dedicatede1e2 machines at Cor-
nell, SLAC, and KEK and hadronic machines such as
CERN Large Hadron Collider~LHC! will explore in depth
several aspects ofCP violations in the realm ofB physics. In
particular the three anglesa, b, andg of the unitarity tri-
angle will be extensively studied not only to nail down t
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! matrix and its en-
coded mechanism forCP violations, but also to examine th
possibility of deviations from the pattern expected in t
standard model. Some analyses, based on combined Co
Detector at Fermilab~CDF! and ALEPH data@1,2# on
sin 2b, sin 2b50.822

10.39, as well as on CLEO results@3#
and other constraints on the unitarity triangle, have been
ready used in@4# to get limits on the three anglesa, b, and
g. Although preliminary and based on a number of theor
ical inputs, these results are worth quoting, as they repre
theoretical and phenomenological expectations to be c
firmed or falsified by the experiments to come:1

b524.3 ° or 65.7 °, ~1!

g555.5°28.5°
16.0°, ~2!

a5180°2b2g. ~3!

The first angle to be measured with a reasonable accu
will be b, by the study of the channelB→J/cKS , which is
free from the theoretical uncertainties related to the eva
tion of hadronic matrix elements of the weak Hamiltonian.

1The fitted value of sin 2b, which corresponds to the value~1!, is
sin 2b50.75020.064

10.058 @4#.
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few strategies for the determination ofa have been also
proposed, most notably those based on the study of the c
nelsB→pp andB→rp @5,6#. For this last channel a recen
analysis@7# has stressed the role of non-resonant diagra
where one pseudoscalar meson is emitted by the initiaB
meson with the production of aB* or a positive parity
B0 (JP501) virtual state followed by the weak decay o
these states into a pair of light pseudoscalar mesons.

One of these diagrams~the virtual B* graph! has been
examined also by other authors in the context of the de
mination ofg @8–10#. It is useful to point out thatg appears
at present to be the most difficult parameter of the unita
triangle. In recent years several methods have been prop
to measure this angle; some of them are theoretically cle
as they are based on the analysis of pure tree diagram
quark level, such asb̄→ūcs̄ andb̄→ c̄us̄ transitions. One of
the benchmark modes was proposed in@11# and employs the
decaysB1→D0K1, B1→D0K1, andB1→D6

0 K1, where
D6

0 denotesCP eigenstates of the neutralD meson system
with CP eigenvalues61. The difference of the weak phase
between theB1→D0K1 and theB1→D0K1 amplitudes is
2g, which would allow to extract the angleg by drawing
two triangles with a common side: one of the triangles h
sides equal to A(B1→D0K1), A(B1→D0K1), and
A2A(B1→D1

0 K1), respectively, and the other one h
sides A(B2→D0K2)5e22igA(B1→D0K1), A(B2

→D0K2)5A(B1→D0K1), andA2A(B2→D1
0 K2). Even

though this method is theoretically clean, it is affected
several experimental difficulties~for a discussion see@12#!.
One of these difficulties arises from the need to measure
neutral D meson decays intoCP eigenstates, but also th
other sides of the triangles present difficult experimen
challenges. For example, if a hadronic decay~e.g., D0

→K2p1) were used to tag theD0 in the decay B1
©2000 The American Physical Society11-1
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→D0K1, there would be significant interference effects w
the decay chainB1→D0K1→K2p1K1 ~through the dou-
bly Cabibbo suppressed modeD0→K2p1); if, on the other
hand, the semileptonic channelD0→ l 1n lXs were used to tag
the D0, there would be contaminations from the backgrou
B1→ l 1n lXc .

The other benchmark modes for the determination og
discussed in the recent review prepared for the Large Had
Collider at CERN @12# have also their own experimenta
difficulties; for these reasons we consider worthwhile to c
sider other channels, already discussed in the past and s
how now disfavored because of their more intricate theo
ical status. We are aware of these theoretical difficulties
it is the aim of the present paper to discuss them in so
detail for two methods proposed for the determination of
angleg. The first method is based on the idea to analyze
chargedB CP-violating asymmetry, which arises from th
interference between the resonant~at the invariant mass
mxc0

53.417 GeV) and nonresonant~the virtual B* graph!
production of a pair of light pseudoscalar mesons in the
cay B→3 light mesons. It is an aim of the present work
complete the analyses in@8–10# by considering the channe
B→3p, including also the contribution of the virtual pos
tive parityB0 (JP501) state and the gluonic penguin oper
tors. We shall therefore analyze the robustness of the con
sions in@8,9# and@10# once these additional contributions a
considered.

The second analysis we consider here is the possible
termination ofg by means of theBs→r0KS decay mode.
Also this process has been considered in the past@13#, but it
is presently less emphasized because the tree level cont
tion, that one hopes to estimate more reliably, is suppres
by the smallness of the Wilson coefficienta1. As we shall
notice below, the non-resonant tree contributions to this
cay ~i.e., B* and B0) are proportional to the large Wilso
coefficienta2 (a2'1); therefore we expect that their inclu
sion can reduce the theoretical uncertainties arising from
penguin terms. This channel could be a second genera
experiment provided a sufficient number of events can
collected, oncexs , the mixing parameter for theBs-B̄s sys-
tem, andb have been determined by other experiments.

II. B\xc0p DECAYS

We consider in this section the decay mode

B2→p1p2p2, ~4!

as well theCP-conjugate modeB1→p2p1p1, in the in-
variant mass rangemp1p2.mxc0

.3.417 GeV. For this de-
cay mode we have both a resonant contribution coming fr
the decayB2→xc0p2→p1p2p2 and several non reso
nant contributions. According to the analysis performed
@8–10#, this decay mode can be used to determine sing by
looking for the chargedB asymmetry arising from two am
plitudes: the resonant productionvia xc0 decay and nonreso
nant amplitudes. Among the nonresonant terms, we have
11401
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cluded the B* pole, which is the largest among th
contributions considered in@8#.2 The authors in@10# have
considered other decay modes in the same kinematica
gion, by analyzing the partial width asymmetry inB6

→MM̄p6 decays (M5p1,K1,p0,h). Spotting the decay
mode B2→p1p2p2, they estimate an asymmetry give
approximately by 0.33 sing, which, however, seems to b
sensitive to the choice of the parameters@10#.

Our interest in this decay channel has been triggered
the study of a different invariant mass region~i.e., mpp

.mr) @7#, where also the contribution of theB0 pole (JP

501, with an estimated mass 5.697 GeV! was found to be
significant; therefore we include it in the present analys
which represents an improvement in comparison to previ
work. The second improvement we consider is the inclus
of the gluonic penguin operators. We refer to the paper@7#
for a full discussion of the formalism and we list here on
the relevant contributionsAxc0

, AB* , andAB0
to the decay

amplitude:

Axc0
5KxS 1

t2mxc0

2 1 imxc0
Gxc0

1
1

s2mxc0

2 1 imxc0
Gxc0

D ,

AB* 5KB* S P̃~ t,u!

t2mB*
2

1 imB* GB*
1

P̃~s,u!

s2mB*
2

1 imB* GB*
D ,

AB0
5KB0

~mB0

2 2mp
2 !S 1

t2mB0

2 1 imB0
GB0

1
1

s2mB0

2 1 imB0
GB0

D , ~5!

where

u5~pp
1
21pp

2
2!2, s5~pp11pp

1
2!2, t5~pp11pp

2
2!2,

P̃~x,y!5mp
2 2

y

2
1

x~MB
22mp

2 2x!

4mB*
2 . ~6!

In Eq. ~5! the values of the constants are

Kx51.5231028 GeV2, ~7!

2Other less important terms discussed in@8# include a long-
distance type diagram, where an intermediate highly off-shell p
is exchanged among the incomingB meson and the outgoing pions
and a short-distance diagram, where the outgoing pions are
duced in a pointlike effective interaction by the weak decay of thB
meson; we agree with the authors in@8# on the smallness of thes
neglected terms.
1-2
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KB* 524A2gmB
2A0

B* p
GF

A2
FVubVud* a2

2VtbVtd* S a42a6

mp
2

mq~mb1mq!
D G , ~8!

KB0
5hAmB

mB0

~mB0

2 2mB
2 !F0

Bp
GF

A2
FVubVud* a2

2VtbVtd* S a42a6

mp
2

mq~mb1mq!
D G . ~9!

The numerical value in Eq.~7! is derived in@9#, where the
resonance amplitude is given by

R~s!5a1a2

AGxc0
mxc0

s2mxc0

2 1 iGxc0
mxc0

. ~10!

Normalizing the decay rate ofB1→xc0p1→p1p2p1 by
the totalB decay rate, the producta1a2 in Eq. ~10! is given
by the product of the corresponding branching ratios:

2pa1
2a2

25Br~B1→xc0!3Br~xc0→p1p2!. ~11!

In @9# the product of the branching ratios in Eq.~11! is esti-
mated to be about 531027, which gives the numerical valu
in Eq. ~7!.

As to the numerical values of the constants appearing
Eqs. ~8! and ~9!, we use the same values adopted in@7#: g
50.4, h520.54, mB* 5mB55.28 GeV, mB0

55.697 GeV,

GB0
50.36 GeV, GB* 50.2 keV, mb54.6 GeV, mq'mu

'md.6 MeV, A0
B* p50.16,F0

Bp520.19. These numerica
estimates agree with results obtained by different metho
QCD sum rules@14#, potential models@15#, effective La-
grangian@16#, Nambu–Jona-Lasinio–~NJL!-inspired mod-
els @17#. Moreover, we use the following values of the W
son coefficient: C1520.226, C251.1, C350.012, C4
520.029, C550.009, and C6520.033, with a25C2
1C1/3, a15C11C2/3. The Wilson coefficients are obtaine
in the ’t Hooft–Veltman ~HV! scheme @18#, with LMS̄

(5)

5225 MeV, m5m̄b(mb)54.40 GeV, andmt5170 GeV.
For the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! mixing matrix
@19# we use the Wolfenstein parametrization@20#: Vub
5Al3(r2 ih), Vtb51, Vud512l2/2, Vtd5Al3(12r
2 ih), Vcb5Al2, Vcs512l2/2, andVts52Al2. We take
l50.22 andA50.831; moreover, sinceh is better known
thanr we take it at the value provided by the present ana
ses of the CKM matrix:h50.349@4#. It follows thatr will
be given, in terms ofg, by r5h/tang.

The asymmetry is given by

A5
G~B1→p2p1p1!2G~B2→p1p2p2!

G~B1→p2p1p1!1G~B2→p1p2p2!
. ~12!

By introducing only thexc0 andB* contributions, we repro-
duce, within the theoretical uncertainties, the results of@10#.
11401
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However the introduction of theB0 pole contribution dra-
matically reduces the asymmetry, because this contribu
to the asymmetry is opposite to theB* term. We have ob-
served that this cancellation arises from a change of s
around thexc0 resonance and therefore we change a little
the procedure by defining a cut in the Dalitz plot. We int
grate in the region defined by

mxc0
22Gxc0

<As<mxc0
12Gxc0

,

mxc0
<At, ~13!

or

mxc0
22Gxc0

<At<mxc0
12Gxc0

,

mxc0
<As, ~14!

whereGxc0
514 MeV. It may be useful to observe that th

integration over the whole available space in the Mandels
plane around thexc0 resonance gives Br(B2→p2p2p1)
.Br(B1→p2p1p1)55.2731027 and therefore the cut
off procedure introduces a reduction of a factor 5 in t
branching ratio.

For the asymmetry we obtain the result in Fig. 1. Forg
.55 °, it can be approximated byAcut50.48 sing. In order
to assess the relevance of theB0 pole, we report in Table I
the contribution to the branching and to the asymmetry of
different contributions for a particular value of sing.

We observe that the inclusion of the next low-lying sta
B0 does not alter significantly the conclusions obtained

FIG. 1. Asymmetry as a functiong for B→xc0p.

TABLE I. Different contributions to the branching ratio an
asymmetry in the decay channelB2→p2p2p1. Both branching
ratio and asymmetry are cut off according to the rules in E
~13!,~14! and sing50.82.

xc01B* xc01B* 1B0

Br(B2→p2p2p1)cut 1.1831027 1.0631027

Br(B1→p2p1p1)cut 1.4831027 2.5431027

Acut 0.11 0.41
1-3
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A. DEANDREA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 114011
previous works, where basically only theB* nonresonant
term was considered; however this conclusion can be
tained only if a convenient cut in the Dalitz plot is include
We also observe that the calculations performed in this s
tion are not sensitive to the inclusion of the gluonic peng
contributions.

To get an estimate of the dependence of our result on
parameters, we considered the following intervals for
couplingsg andh. Forh520.54 andg50.460.1 we obtain
~at sing50.82) an asymmetryAcut50.4120.12

10.05; for g50.4
and h520.5460.16 we have an asymmetryAcut

50.4120.04
10.03. The corresponding variation ong is extremely

large (30 ° to 150 °) because the asymmetry is rather fla
that region. We conclude that due to the theoretical unc
tainties inherent to this method, the channelxc0p can hardly
be useful for a precise determination of the angleg.

III. Bs\r0KS DECAY

In the decayBs→r0KS the final state is aCP eigenstate;
in this case one can measure either the time dependent a
metry

R1~ t !5
G„Bs~ t !→r0KS…2G„B̄s~ t !→r0KS…

G„Bs~ t !→r0KS…1G„B̄s~ t !→r0KS…
, ~15!

or the time integrated (t.0) asymmetry:

R25

E
0

`

dt@G„Bs~ t !→r0KS…2G„B̄s~ t !→r0KS…#

E
0

`

dt@G„Bs~ t !→r0KS…1G„B̄s~ t !→r0KS…#

.

~16!

Let us define

xs5
Dms

G
, ~17!

whereDms is the mass difference between the mass eig
states andG'G(Bs)'G(B̄s) and

A5A~Bs→r0KS!, Ā5A~B̄s→r0KS!, ~18!

A5uATuei (fT1g)1uAPuei (fP2b), ~19!

Ā5uATuei (fT2g)1uAPuei (fP1b). ~20!

Here fT and fP are strong phases of the tree and peng
amplitudes,uATu anduAPu their absolute values andb andg
the weak phases of theVtd* andVub* CKM matrix elements.
11401
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The mixing betweenBs and B̄s , parametrized by thexs pa-
rameter in Eq.~17! introduces no weak phase.

Both ther0 diagram~Fig. 2! and theB* , B0 non-resonant
diagrams, with a cut in thep1, p2 pair at mpp5mr

62Gr ~Fig. 3! contribute toAT and AP , that are therefore
given as follows:

AT5uATuei (fT1g)5Ar
T1AB*

T
1AB0

T , ~21!

AP5uAPuei (fP2b)5Ar
P1AB*

P
1AB0

P . ~22!

The amplitudes are computed in the factorization approxim
tion from the weak nonleptonic Hamiltonian as given
@18#; our approach is similar to the one employed in Ref.@7#
where a full description of the method is given. We get (Q
5T,P)

Ar
Q5Kr

Q t2t8

u2mr
21 imrGr

,

AB*
Q 5KB*

Q t2t8

u2mB*
2

1 imB* GB*
,

AB0

Q 52KB0

Q
mB0

2 2mBs

2

u2mB0

2 1 imB0
GB0

, ~23!

where

u5~pp21pp1!2, t5~pK1pp2!2, t85~pK1pp1!2.
~24!

In Eq. ~23! the values of the constants are

FIG. 2. Ther Feynman diagram for theBs→KSp2p1 decay.
The circle and the box represent, respectively, the strong and
weak interaction vertex.

FIG. 3. TheB* , B0 Feynman diagrams for theBs→KSp2p1

decay. The circle and the box represent, respectively, the strong
the weak interaction vertex.
1-4
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Kr
T5

GF

2A2
Vud* Vuba1grpp f rF1

BsK , ~25!

Kr
P5

GF

2A2
Vtd* Vtba4grpp f rF1

BsK , ~26!

KB*
T

54A0
B* p

GF

A2
Vud* Vuba2g

f p

f K
mBs

mB* , ~27!

KB*
P

524A0
B* p

GF

A2
Vtd* VtbS a42a6

mp
2

mq~mb1mq!
Dg

3
f p

f K
mBs

mB* , ~28!
an

l-

ct

b

11401
KB0

T 5F̃0
B0p

mB0

2 2mp
2

mB0

GF

A2
Vud* Vuba2AmB0

mBs
h

f p

f K
,

~29!

KB0

P 52F̃0
B0p

mB0

2 2mp
2

mB0

GF

A2
Vtd* VtbS a42a6

mp
2

mq~mb1mq!
D

3AmB0
mBs

h fp

f K
, ~30!

where grpp55.8, f r50.15 GeV2 @21#, mr5770 MeV, Gr

5150 MeV, f p5130 MeV, f K5161 MeV, F̃0
B0p

520.19,

F1
BsK520.19, andmBs

55.37 GeV @7#. From these equa
tions the parameters appearing in Eqs.~21!, ~22! can be ob-
tained. The time integrated asymmetry is
A5
xs@sin 2g2a1 sin 2b22a2 sin~b2g!#22a3 sin~g1b!

~11xs
2!@11a112a2 cos~b1g!#

. ~31!
e, if
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Numerically we obtain

a15

E dVuAPu2

E dVuATu2

50.06,

a25

E dV cos~fT2fP!uAPATu

E dVuATu2
520.09,

a35

E dV sin~fT2fP!uAPATu

E dVuATu2

50.015.

~32!

In these equations integrations are performed in a b
around ther mass:mr6200 MeV.

For illustrative purposes we consider the valuexs523,
b565.7 °, andg555.5 °, corresponding to the central va
ues in@4#; one obtains an asymmetry of 3.5%.3

It can be observed that the channelBs→r0KS has been
discussed elsewhere in the literature@22#, but somehow dis-
carded for two reasons. First the asymmetry contains a fa

3For the solutionb524.3 ° and the same values ofg andxs one
gets for the asymmetry again 3.5% as the coefficientsa1 , a2 , a3

are small and the asymmetry can roughly be approximated
sin 2g/xs .
d

or

xs /(11xs
2) which, in view of the large mixing betweenBs

andB̄s , is rather small. Second, as it is clear from Eq.~30!,
the ratio of the penguin to the tree amplitudes can be larg
one includes only ther0-resonant diagrams;4 indeed ther0

contribution is proportional to the Wilson coefficienta1

which is small. As to the first point a small asymmetry c
still be useful for determiningg provided a sufficient numbe
of events is available~see below!; as to the second point th
inclusion of the nonresonant contributionB* , B0 is of some
help in this context, as the tree contribution is proportiona
the Wilson coefficienta2.1.0 for these diagrams.

A reliable estimate of the branching ratio is difficult~be-
cause of the uncertainty on thea1 parameter!. The effect on
the asymmetry is to reduce the influence of the penguin
erator in the final result as can be deduced from Eq.~32!. In
order to assess the validity of the method for the determ
tion of the asymmetry, we varied the penguin contribution
varying thea i parameters of Eq.~32! by 50%.5 Our results
for the asymmetry vary by 10%~assumingg555.5 °) and
the value ofg that one can deduce is 55.525

13 degrees due to
this uncertainty.

In Fig. 4 we report the asymmetry as a function of t
angleg ~for xs523 and two values ofb).

Let us conclude this analysis with a discussion on
reliability of the Bs decay mode for the determination ofg.
An estimate of the sensitivity of the method can be obtain

y

4Without theB* and B0 contribution the parameters of Eq.~32!
would be larger:a150.26, a2520.27, anda3520.45

5The reason could be a violation of factorization or a variation
the parameters used to estimate the penguin contribution.
1-5
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by comparing it, as an example, toBs→J/CKS . The
branching ratio for Bs→J/CKS is expected to be 2.0
31025 @12#, while the branchingBs→r0KS is roughly one
order of magnitude smaller.6 The event yield for theBs
→J/CKS channel is estimated to be 4100 event per year b
selection method developed by the CMS Collaboration at
LHC ~with a pT cut .1.5 GeV/c on the pions from theKS
decays to suppress the combinatoric background!. Assuming
a similar selection method forBs→r0KS , one could obtain

6The precise value critically depends on the parametera1 which is
the result of the partial cancellation of the Wilson coefficientc1 and
c2 and on the validity of the factorization approximation. In@23# an
estimate of (160.5)31026 is given; with the values adopted in th
present paper we get 231027 because a much smaller value ofa2

is used. Note however that the asymmetry is largely independe
the precise values of the parameters used to obtain the branc
ratio.

FIG. 4. The relevant asymmetry in the decay channelBs

→KSp1p2 as a function ofg. The solid line corresponds tob
524.3 ° while the dashed one tob565.7 °.
-
-

c

-

ch

n

ti

se
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a
e

.410 events per year and.23103 in 5 years, which would
produce an uncertainty of617 ° ong ~assumingxs523 and
g.55 °) to be compared to the estimated error of69 °
within 3 years at LHC forBs→J/CKS . Therefore even if
the mode Bs→r0KS is less competitive than theBs
→J/CKS one, it is not dramatically so if the branching rat
is not too small, and could be considered as a complemen
analysis for the determination ofg. The final assessment o
the feasibility will be clear as soon as an experimental de
mination of the branching ratio forBs→r0KS is available.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have reviewed two classical metho
proposed in the past few years for the determinat
of the angleg: B6→xc0p6→p1p2p6 and Bs→r0KS
→p1p2KS . For the first decay channel we have include
besides theB* nonresonant diagram, theB0 (JP501) off-
shell meson contribution. This calculation completes pre
ous analyses and confirms their results, provided a suit
cut in the Dalitz plot is performed; however it appears th
this method is subject to a large uncertainty on the deter
nation of g coming from the allowed variation in the theo
retical parameters because the asymmetry is rather flat in
region of interest. For the second channel we have poin
out the relevance of the two nonresonant amplitudes, i.e.,
mechanism where thep1p2 pair is produced by weak de
cay of aB* (JP512) or B0 (JP501) off-shell meson. The
inclusion of these terms enhances the role of the tree
grams as compared to penguin amplitudes, which makes
theoretical uncertainty related to theBs→r0KS decay pro-
cess less significant. This method can be considered f
complementary analysis for the determination ofg, provided
a sufficient number of events can be gathered.
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